China

By Nina
China is almost so big it touches the Arctic and some tropical areas. Some of the tallest mountains are there. Russia and Canada are the only larger territories than China. The biggest city is Shanghai. The population is 19 billion. China is the third largest country. Beijing is the second largest city in China and has a population of 17.4 billion people.
The Giant Pandas in China have white chubby bodies, black legs, round heads, small black ears and a white face. They can grow up to five to six feet, cubs are extremely tiny and weigh about 5 ounces at birth. Other panda will nurse their cub for about one year. Adults weigh from 200 to 300 pounds. They can have a long or short tail. They remain with their mom for round two years.
Pictures of Giant Pandas!!
People

9/10 of the people in China are Han and the rest are Mandarin. When it is a wealthier family it tends to be a larger family and when it is a poorer family it tends to be a smaller family. A lot of people work on farms. They work mostly by hand and have very good soil. More than half of the people in China work on farms. Education is very important to Chinese
One character and can stand for one whole word. Beijing is the capital. Hundreds of years ago Europe and the US forest China had to sign an agreement about trading. China has the largest fishing industry. China is near the Yellow Sea.

Fun Facts

Beijing, China

The Character Tea